
49, Clark Street, Stepney Green, E1



*GUIDE PRICE £800,000 -
£850,000* *Physical Viewings
Being Accepted* *Virtual
Tour Available*
A spectacular duplex top
floor four-bedroom industrial
style apartment forming part
of a modern accent to a
period school conversion.

Leasehold
• Forming Part of a Modern Accent

to a Period School Conversion
• Four Bedrooms

• Two Bathrooms • Oversized Complete Wrap-
Around Terrace

• Gated Allocated Parking • Stunning Urban Views

Located within the most prominent part of the building, the property boasts a wealth
of natural light and spreads over just under 1050 sq. ft. The property comprises a very
generous dual aspect living/entertaining space with a semi open plan kitchen that
leads to a wonderful oversized complete wrap-around terrace with astounding
panoramic urban views. The same floor also houses a contemporary bathroom and
larger than average open plan hallway that flows into the living/entertaining space
and incorporates two spacious storage sections.
Stairs then lead to the upper floor which consists of three double bedrooms, single
bedroom, and a further bathroom. Features include, American cherry hardwood
floors, double height unique curved ceilings on the top floor, gated allocated parking,
lift, 24hr concierge, bike storage, communal laundry area and communal courtyard
complete this glorious apartment. 
Clark Street is a desirable location that is well-positioned for Queen Mary
University, shops, cafes, markets and amenities of Stepney, Whitechapel, Mile End
and Bow whilst the open green space of Stepney Green Park is just moments away.
Nearby transport links include Stepney Green Underground Station, Whitechapel
Overground/Underground Stations, Shadwell DLR and Overground stations as well
as various bus routes allowing for swift and direct access to the City and West End,
all of which are within a short walk. Crossrail at Whitechapel is also due to open,
offering connections East to West of London.
3D Virtual Tour - This property has a fully immersive walk through.
Butler & Stag is delighted to offer Virtual Viewings to all our residential clients. This
innovative 3D property technology allows prospective buyers or tenants to
immerse themselves with a virtual walk through of each of our properties 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, whilst in the comfort of their home, work or wherever they may
be.
Like what you see? Please contact us for more information and to arrange a physical
viewing.





01992 667666

4 Forest Drive, Theydon Bois, Essex, CM16 7EY

theydon@butlerandstag.com
IMPORTANT NOTICE - These particulars have been prepared in goof faith and they are not intended to constitute part of an offer or contract. We have not
performed a structural survey on this property and the services, appliances an specific fittings have not been tested. All photographs, measurements, floor plans
and distances referred to are given as a gude and should not be relied upon.


